Asking biological questions of physical systems: The device approach to emergent properties
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A B S T R A C T

Life occurs in concentrated “Ringer Solutions” derived from seawater that Lesser Blum studied for most of his life. As we worked together, Lesser and I realized that the questions asked of those solutions were quite different in biology from those in the physical chemistry he knew. Biology is inherited. Information is passed by handfuls of atoms in the genetic code. A few atoms in the proteins built from the code change macroscopic function. Indeed, a few atoms often control biological function in the same sense that a gas pedal controls the speed of a car. Biological questions then are most productive when they are asked in the context of evolution. What function does a system perform? How is the system built to perform that function? What forces are used to perform that function? How are the modules that perform functions connected to make the machinery of life. Physiologists have shown that much of life is a nested hierarchy of devices, one on top of another, linking atomic ions in concentrated solutions to current flow through proteins, current flow to voltage signals, voltage signals to changes in current flow, all connected to make a regenerative system that allows electrical action potentials to move meters, under the control of a few atoms. The hierarchy of devices allows macroscopic properties to emerge from atomic scale interactions. The structures of biology create these devices. The concentration and electrical fields of biology power these devices, more than anything else. The resulting organisms reproduce. Evolution selects the organisms that reproduce more and thereby selects the devices that allow macroscopic control to emerge from the atomic structures of genes and proteins and their motions.

1. Introduction

Living systems pose a particular challenge for physical scientists. The goals of research are different when systems are living and that reality is not often apparent to physical scientists as they approach biological systems. Living systems are like engineering systems. They are built for a purpose, and they are interesting and useful to study only as they perform that purpose.

As I worked with Lesser Blum, it became clear that the reality of different goals was the essential issue separating physical and biological scientists. Lesser had spent much of his life studying concentrated salt solutions well known to biologists as ‘Ringer solutions’ [1–6]. All life occurs in concentrated salt solutions, derived from seawater, whether the Ringer solutions outside cells or the concentrated salt solutions inside cells, or the even more concentrated salt solutions in and near the protein molecules that perform so many of the functions of life [7–9]. Life is very much applied physical chemistry of concentrated salt solutions, but the questions we ask of living systems differ from those physical scientists ask, for the most part, as Lesser and I learned working together.

Life is about living systems as they are presented to us by evolution and questions must be asked in that context if questioning is to be efficient and answers are to be productive. Life is not about everything organic or biochemical molecules might do. Biological sciences are about what living systems actually do.

It is much easier to study what systems do when one has some idea of their design principle. What are the principles that govern the design of biological systems by evolution?

2. Living systems are built to reproduce

Living systems have a purpose and a function: to reproduce. The study of living systems needs always to remember that fact. This idea is the essence of evolutionary thinking “without which none of biology makes sense”, paraphrasing the evolutionary biologist Dobzhansky [10]. Animals that reproduce more often soon come to dominate the population: systems that allow more reproduction replace less successful systems and life evolves so that more and more of the population have the (version of the) system that allows more reproduction. The living systems biologists study are those that have come to dominate populations of animals because they are more successful (in this
reproductive sense). The systems biologists study are those that allowed more reproductive success at some crucial time in evolutionary history.

Studying living systems is similar to studying engineering systems in many ways because both consist of devices designed for a purpose. Both need to be studied as they (try to) fulfill that purpose. But studying living systems is different from engineering as well. The designers are very different in the two sciences. Engineers have logical purposes—if one includes making a profit as logical. Evolution has a general purpose, as we have seen, to facilitate reproduction, but we do not know how that plays out, or played out in the past when the system under consideration actually evolved. We do not know how the biological system contributed to reproductive success when it evolved and so we do not know the specific evolutionary purpose of a biological system. We have no access to the plans of evolution, or to enough historical information to know why evolution selected the adaptations that it did to make animals reproduce more effectively.

In fact, we are often confronted with a living system without even knowing what it does. (If this statement produces skepticism, look up the function of the cerebellum.) Then scientists must simply investigate and do everything we can think of, until we stumble on the function, and (if we are lucky) on its evolutionary role, and we can focus our work.

No one should dismiss this trial and error, exhaustive investigation just because it is exhausting. In fact, many medical advances of immediate importance to us and our families have been discovered this way as reference to the immense literature of ‘drugs design’ will confirm. Most of pharmacological science and drug design is the systematic development of trial and error science, judging by costs and allocation of resources. In the presence of great total ignorance, one can make progress with reasonable efficiency when the needs are great enough, as they are in the design of drugs of improve our daily life. The essential idea is to design efficient assays to evaluate results, to determine if a change motivated by experiments or clinical trials is an error or success. If such assays can be designed, trial and error development can proceed effectively in many cases where we know very little of mechanism. We start with profound ignorance in many cases and we must do what we can because of the importance of biological research to everyday life and health of our families.

Trial and error is something we do when we feel we must do something.

3. Studying biology is a kind of reverse engineering

Studying biology is a kind of reverse engineering in which we must determine what the living system does, what its function is, and then proceed to study how the device performs the function. Studying how a living system performs a function is a kind of reverse engineering, determining the properties of a system from the outputs of the system. Reverse engineering is an inverse problem, and like other inverse problems, the results are often ill posed [11,12], very sensitive to the type and accuracy of data available. Asking the right question is crucial in studying inverse problems [13,14]. Asking the right question is crucial in studying biology.

Reverse engineering can help us understand what questions to ask, and just as importantly what questions not to ask. Consider a simple amplifier. When it is functioning as it is designed, the amplifier multiplies an input voltage by a constant, and produces an output that depends only on the input. Of course, an amplifier can amplify in this way only in a certain range of conditions, when it is turned on, for example. Turning on the amplifier means connecting it to an appropriate power supply. If the power supply is turned off, the amplifier no longer multiplies by a constant. But the amplifier does not explode or disappear just because it is turned off. A turned off amplifier is an amplifier without a power supply. The turned off amplifier has a definite relation of input and output, but that relation is not useful because it does not follow a simple ‘law’. The input output relation of a turned off amplifier is very complicated, and of little interest except to engineers studying device failure, even though it exists. Sadly, much of biochemistry is done with power supplies turned off, namely at equilibrium, without the nonequilibrium flows that energize life, as important as the nonequilibrium flows that energize amplifiers. Life at equilibrium has a name. Death.

It is clear we want to study an amplifier as it is used, when it is turned on. We must learn where to connect power, and what voltages supply that power, before we can study the amplifier intelligently. Once we know the location of the power connections, and the voltages they need, the inverse problem of reverse engineering is very easy, for an amplifier, that is. We can measure the input and output once, and determine their ratio, which is the amplifier’s gain.

But locating the power connections, and determining the proper voltages for the power supply, is itself an inverse problem. This information is crucial. Without knowledge of the power needs of the amplifier, we can do almost nothing useful. With that information we can do a great deal.

Of course, one way to find the power needs of the amplifier is simply to try everything, in trial and error experimentation, taking every wire that comes out of the amplifier and seeing which are inputs, outputs, and power supplies by some experimental criteria or other. That can eventually work, in some cases, but probably not in every case.

The difficulties in reverse engineering are brought to our attention when we realize how easy it is to damage the system while testing it to see if wires are inputs or power supplies. Testing can easily damage the system. Applying a power supply voltage of say 5 V to some input connections of the amplifier can have dramatic irreversible results in microseconds. Inputs are often designed for voltages of millivolts. Exposure to 5 V can destroy them. The damage occurs very quickly and measurements take a long time, if one includes the time to set up the measurement. Finding the properties of an amplifier by trial and error measurement of a system so quickly destroyed by a measurement is a daunting task.

The lessons for biology are clear and are known to every biologist working in a laboratory. Conditions are crucial and must be maintained close to those in life. In some sense, every biological experiment is performed on a “preparation” of a living system.

Learning how to prepare the biological system and turn it into a useful, reproducible preparation, that shares the important properties of systems in animals, is one of the major tasks of biologists and is not often explained to physical scientists. Biologists proceed by isolating parts of systems that have reproducible properties and try to reconstruct the behavior of the entire system from those parts. The analogy with engineering is clear. Engineering systems need to be studied as they are used. So do biological systems. Otherwise they are much harder to understand, or even impossible. And who wants to understand systems that do not function anyway? Few want to study dead systems, although gross anatomy does have its uses.

4. Molecular biology

Molecular biology has had remarkable success because molecules are special parts of biological systems. Not all parts of a biological system have similar importance because not all parts of life have a similarly important role in reproduction.

Evolution, and thus life, is about reproduction. In fact (nearly) all the information needed for reproduction is carried in a handful or two of atoms called genes. Genes are coded into the sequence of nucleic acids by codons, (essentially a sequence of three base pairs of DNA). The genome is a special part of biology much more important than other parts because everything else in biology can be built from the plan coded in the DNA.

The only thing DNA can make is proteins. Proteins then in turn make everything else in biology, including other types of biological molecules
(e.g., lipids, weak acids and bases, and so on), including the structures of life, most of which are made of protein (along with lipids for example).

The analogy with engineering is again useful and surprisingly accurate. DNA is the blueprint of life, as blueprints are the plans of buildings. Blueprints are much easier to change than buildings. DNA is much easier to change than proteins. Much more than blueprints are needed to construct a building, but the crucial information is in the plans. Much more than DNA is needed to construct a cell, but the crucial information is in the DNA and the genes it encodes. For this reason, the technology of DNA manipulation has received great attention and has become an engineering industry of economic importance [15].

5. DNA has all of the information of biology in sequences of nucleobases

That is the first fact of molecular biology. These genes make proteins. That is the second fact of molecular biology. These proteins then make all of biology, by making other biomolecules (like fats and sugars), and molecular structures (like the structures of cells and tissues, from membranes to muscles to the whole heart).

In a very real sense, the proteins of biology are the main components of the parts list of life. Before a physical scientist like Lesser Blum try to understand biological systems, they must have a list of parts and as much information about the parts as possible. That is why nearly all traditional biology is descriptive. As a foundation for understanding function, the identification, naming and understanding of parts is essential. The classical biological disciplines of anatomy, histology, biochemistry, and much of physiology are devoted to compiling a parts list. Biology is again like engineering. Before working on an amplifier, let alone a car, one must have a list of parts and as much information about the parts as possible. Engineering is inconceivable without a parts list. The first task of reverse engineering must be to compile a parts list so we know what we are dealing with.

Molecular and cell biologists have identified and analyzed the parts list of life with great success [16]. The proteins of life are known in great detail. In an astonishing triumph of science, structural biologists now know the position of individual atoms of >100,000 proteins. Indeed, biologists know the positions of atoms and charges carried by some of those atoms with greater precision than physical scientists know the positions of atoms and their charges in the transistors of our computers [17].

Molecular biologists are not content with just knowing the parts. They are fine experimental scientists who like to tinker with the parts they find. Many tools are available to change the blueprints of life, to change the DNA that codes for proteins. By modifying the blueprint, molecular biologists can change the proteins that are the parts list of life. A large fraction of modern molecular biology has learned to modify the blueprint of life—the genome—so that a handful of atoms in proteins can be changed at will, using commercially available kits of reagents. Changes in a handful of atoms are made routinely in thousands of laboratories every day using a technique called ‘site directed mutagenesis’ and its cousins.

6. Changes in a handful of atoms of a protein often control biological function

That is the third fact of molecular biology. Changes on the atomic scale often control macroscopic function in as definite a way as a gas pedal controls the speed of a car. The trial and error approach often works. Simply checking all possible modifications of DNA (really of the amino acids that make a protein) often produces most useful information about how the protein works, although of course this approach is always very hard tedious work and often does not succeed.

A central question of biology for a physical scientist then is to take the remarkable results of molecular biology and find out why they work. After the molecular biologist has shown that a handful of atoms controls biological function the physical scientist then asks How do the atoms control biological function?

A culture gap looms as we address this question. For biologists, it seems obvious that changing an acid group in a protein that carries a ‘permanent’ negative charge (e.g., the carboxylates on a glutamate side chain of the polypeptide chain that makes a protein) to a neutral group (changing a charged carboxylate in glutamate to an uncharged amine in glutamine) should have a large effect. Every biologist knows that biological function is controlled by the chemical properties of the amino acids that make up the polypeptide chain of proteins and changing an acid to a nonacid is a large change in chemical properties. Every biologist knows that the chemical properties of acidic and basic amino acids are determined by three atoms of water, and two atoms of the carboxylate.

7. It is hard for a handful of atoms to control biological function

What biologists do not always realize is that it is not easy or natural for a handful of atoms to control macroscopic function from a physical perspective. In fact, it is a miracle that a handful of atoms can control anything on a macroscopic scale if one considers the enormous number of atoms in a macroscopic system that do not control anything at all. (Think of the atoms in a door. Most of the atoms control nothing. But the atoms in the lubrication of the hinge and lock key have an enormous effect and can control macroscopic function. These lubricant atoms exert control because they are in the right place. The structure of the door, or rather of the hinge and lock are built so the lubricant is important.) A handful of atoms can control macroscopic function only because the structures of biology are built to make that happen, as we shall now discuss in detail.

Atoms are angstroms in diameter, 10^{-10} m, 0.1 nm. The smallest biological structures are proteins typically made of hundreds of thousands of atoms. Many biological structures are on the cellular scale of 10^{-5} m, and most biological structures are much larger than that. They are on the millimeter to meter scale. The number of atoms involved in biological structures is very much larger (say 10^{17} × larger) than the number of atoms in the chemical structures that control those structures.

Statistical mechanics [18–21] is the science that links the properties of atoms with macroscopic systems. Statistical mechanics is quite successful at averaging the properties of ideal gases and other systems with minimal interactions. Yet it is also obvious that the ordinary kind of averaging in statistical mechanics is insensitive to the properties of a tiny fraction of atoms. We [22] (Section 3.1, p. 22) actually performed this kind of average explicitly in some detail to show how important is the assumption of minimal interactions in classical statistical mechanics. The controlling atoms in biological structures often make up <10^{-17} part of the structure, so the physical scientist finds it hard to believe that a handful of atoms can control macroscopic function! The physical scientist knows that a continental country (think Russia, USA, Canada, Australia) has some 10^{13} sq. meters in it. No conceivable change to 1 square meter is likely to change the average properties of Russia, Canada, or the USA. Even the explosion of a nuclear weapon (of 1 sq. meter cross section) is unlikely to change the average properties of a continent very much. But the atoms controlling biology are a much smaller part of an organism than 1 square meter is of a continent. No wonder the physicist is skeptical of atomic control of biological function.

8. The biologist considers obvious what the physical scientist has difficulty believing

The averaging procedure of the physicist does not give insight into how a few atoms controls macroscopic function. The averaging procedure of the physicist does not deal with strongly correlated signals and systems. Yet the input and output of an amplifier, or a device for that matter, are perfectly correlated, with coherence function of unity! [23] I believe biology uses a hierarchy of devices to connect atomic
structure and macroscopic function. Each of those devices has a coherence function close to one. Each of those devices has highly correlated inputs and outputs. Those correlations are what allow the macroscopic properties of an organism to emerge from atomic detail. Those correlations are what are left out in traditional averaging methods of statistical physics.

8.1. Biology depends on structure, on all scales

The answer to this apparent paradox lies in the structure of the biological system (Fig. 1). The biological system is constructed with a very special structure that allows handfuls of atoms to control macroscopic function. The properties of this structure do not violate physical laws at all. Rather the structure has ‘emergent properties’, as they are called to the confusion of my mathematician friends. Use of the adjective “emergent” confuses the idea, particularly when non-native speakers are struggling with ‘emergent’, instead of just thinking of the simple verb ‘emerge’. The idea is simple. Some properties emerge (i.e., are visible or even exist) only on certain scales. Amplifiers cannot be seen to amplify if they are observed only with atomic resolution. Animals cannot be seen to reproduce if they are observed only on a cellular or molecular or atomic scale.

Emergent Properties are properties that emerge on some scales, but are hard to see on others. The properties emerge in biology because the systems were built so they would emerge. Evolution builds systems so their macroscopic properties are controlled by handfuls of atoms called genes. It can do nothing else. Everything in biology is inherited and the only thing that is inherited are genes. Without emergent properties, life could not exist because it could not be inherited. The macroscopic properties of life emerge from the astronomical number of atoms and their larger than astronomical number of interactions because the structures of biology are built (by evolution) to make them emerge!

There is nothing mysteriously biological about such emergent properties. We all know that a door handle opens a door because of its structure and macroscopic function. Each of those devices has a coherence function close to one. Each of those devices has highly correlated inputs and outputs. Those correlations are what allow the macroscopic properties of an organism to emerge from atomic detail. Those correlations are what are left out in traditional averaging methods of statistical physics.

9. A hierarchy of devices allows atoms to control animals

The crucial fact is that handfuls of atoms do control macroscopic biological function. Evolution has designed animals so a few atoms of their proteins control the biological functions crucial for the reproduction of the species. Indeed, the work of physiologists for more than a century [1–5] suggests that many, if not most of biology uses a simple plan to exert control from atoms to cells to tissues to organs to animals. Physiologists have shown that many systems in biology are modular and function as devices with definite outputs controlled by specific inputs according to robust rules. The outputs are typically on a larger scale than the inputs so a few devices in series serve to link the smallest input (say the atoms of the voltage sensor of channel [24]) or of a selectivity filter [25,26]) to macroscopic function. The atoms of the selectivity filter control the current through the open channel in one device. The atoms of the voltage sensor control how often the channel is open in another device. Together they form the device of a channel which controls the current through the membrane of a cell. That current in turn controls the spread of electrical potential on the millimeter scale through a device which is in fact a cable equation, the familiar telegrapher’s equation of partial differential equation theory. The spread of potential then controls the spatial activation (i.e., opening) of channels according to the Hodgkin Huxley differential equations. This hierarchy of devices makes the action potential signal of nerves that spreads meters. Physiologists have thus developed a general approach to biological investigation.

A productive working hypothesis for investigating biological systems is seen here. It is useful to assume that evolution has built a nested hierarchy of devices that allow a few atoms to control biological function.[27–31] The scientific process then creates models of these...
devices and their connections. Mathematics predicts the behavior of the hierarchy of models. And experiments check to see how well these models do.

A few atoms in DNA control the output of the device that reads the genome and converts the information in those atoms of DNA (eventually) into amino acid in the polypeptide chain of a protein. A few atoms in the protein control how the protein responds to a stimulus (for example), The protein that responds to a stimulus is itself a device, a transponder converting a chemical or sensory stimulus (for example) into a response. The response of that device might then control another system in a cascade of chemical reactions (e.g., of intermediary metabolism). Or the response might control a cascade of devices that produces a nerve signal that propagates meters along a nerve fiber.

To describe in more detail what was mentioned above we turn to the signaling process of nerve cells. The conduction of the signal of nerve fibers, the action potential of axons, is a macroscopic process of the greatest importance to the nervous system and thus to most animals. It is controlled by protein macromolecules that provide channels for the motion of charged atoms (mostly dissolved in water outside and inside cells) through the otherwise insulating membranes of biological cells. The atomic scale properties of these atoms are of the greatest importance to nerve function. If nerve cells do not distinguish between K+ ions and Na+ ions, they quickly swell, burst, and the animal usually dies, and so is unable to reproduce. K+ ions and Na+ ions differ only in an atomic detail (diameter). Life depends on atomic detail.

The migration and thermal motion of these atomic ions produces macroscopic current flow that links the properties of atoms, controlled by the channels (that are protein macro-molecules), to the nerve signal, linking the atomic scale to the macroscopic signal that is the function of nerve axons, that is the action potential. The motions of atoms and macromolecular channels control the flow of current governed by the equations of electrodiffusion. The flows account according to a reduced version of Maxwell’s equations, called the cable equation in biophysics [32–36], and the telegrapher’s equation in mathematics. The equations of electrodiffusion and current flow link the atomic structures and ions to the action potentials that propagate meters, from toe to spinal cord in mammals. Electrodiffusion and current flow link the atomic signals inherited from genes (in the form of nucleic acids) to the action potentials that control the life of animals on the macroscopic scale.

Determining the hierarchy of devices involved in the nerve signal took extraordinary efforts of hundreds of laboratories and thousands of scientists recognized in many Nobel Prizes that form a hierarchy of knowledge, from Lord Adrian, to Hodgkin and Huxley, to Bernard Katz, Neher and Sakmann, and Mackinnon, among others. At each level of the hierarchy, biologists had to learn what was crucial and what was much less important. Adrian learned that the frequency of signals was crucial, not their size. Hodgkin learned that the flow of current was crucial to the propagation of action potentials [37,38], not chemical diffusion (as was thought by his elder contemporaries [39]). Cole, Hodgkin and Huxley learned that voltage controlled the channels of the axon (more than anything else). Katz learned how a chemical controlled a channel crucial for cell to cell transmission of information, and so on.

What is crucial to understand is that at each stage of this hierarchy of knowledge, the choice of questions was at least as difficult as answering the question. The great biologists learned how to choose the right questions. The answers to these questions allowed one to understand how each process fit into the hierarchy of life as well as the hierarchy of knowledge. Physical scientists and mathematicians are much less likely to know the right questions than biologists.

A crucial part of physical analysis of biological systems is the choice of questions: the questions are developed by experimental biologists who are experts on that system and its biological role. Mathematicians study the questions those biologists think are important.

The structures form the skeleton of our models (in mathematical language they provide crucial constraints). We believe it is the role of the mathematician to add flesh (actually muscle) to that skeleton so it can move.

The role of structure in biology is a main theme well known to the hundreds of thousands of scientists doing molecular biology every day. What is not so well known is the necessary role of mathematics, in my view, and so I enumerate it here in detail I fear will be painful to read by the physical scientists for whom the role of mathematics is obvious.

I believe mathematics is needed to.

1) Describe the functions of the modules and devices of life.

2) Show how the structure imposed by life, from atoms to cells, to tissues, to organs, constrains and creates function.

3) Show how physical laws are constrained, even channeled by structure, and so produce function. In other words, to show how inheritable information (i.e., genes and individual amino acids) control function, by executing physical laws in defined structures.
4) Test the hypothesis that evolution creates devices, and links them in a nested hierarchy so handfuls of atoms can control macroscopic function, although biological motions are some $10^{13} \times$ slower than atomic motions, and atomic sizes are $10^7 \times$ smaller than biological cells.

5) Create computable models that can be compared with experimental data from biological systems already studied in great detail, because of their crucial role in the hierarchy of life.

6) Design experiments to compare models. Competing models are hallmarks of important science. Distinguishing between models is a crucial step in scientific progress. Theory and simulation can design experiments to distinguish between theories and models. These can be explored ahead of time in models and so save enormous amounts of experimental time, because theory and simulations can use computation instead of trial and error experimentation, in favorable cases.

7) Design new experiments to reveal natural function. Theory and simulations may reveal ways to explore natural function that have not yet been thought of. The measurement of gating current is one example that comes to mind. Without a theory in mind, it is hard to imagine experimentalists seeking a nonlinear displacement current that is $< 1$% of ionic current!

This is the plan my collaborators and I have tried to follow in understanding the role of ion channels in biological function [9,42–51]. The ions of ion channels are concentrated in the solutions outside of cells and enormously further concentrated inside the channels themselves, because of the large charge density on the walls of the pore of the channel.

These concentrated ions need to be understood in the language of physics and chemistry that Lesser Blum taught me. The biological role of the concentrated ions needs to be understood in the context of the function of channels, and their structure, as has been studied by innumerable biologists, with remarkable success in the last century or so.

The biologists ask the questions, provide the parts list, and the structures. The physical scientists are needed to show how these structures move. The mathematicians are needed to show how the movement of these structures answers the questions of biologists, and of life.
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